WHY TRIMLIGHT IS THE CLEAR CHOICE
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Protected in the shadows and
away from harmful UV rays
Trimlight bulbs are pointed down to
keep harmful UV rays from
prematurely destroying the electronic
components from excess heat and
exposure.

Smallest size with the
brightest capability
Permanent lights should be as small as
possible to ensure that they are not as
noticeable during the day. But bright
enough to light up the house at night.
A larger light is much harder to hide.
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Direct bulb and no lens
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Exposing the entire bulb in full outside
the channel has the most consistent
color from every view point. A lens
over a flat light will only reflect an
inconsistent refraction of light.
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Lights that protrude from the
channel for the best visibility
Lights should protrude out of the channel
to ensure 360 degree visibility and light
spread. When lights are flush in the
channel, the light is not visible from most
angles.

Channel that is elegant but
allows for better maintenance
Channel is required to protect the system,
while giving an additional architectural
feature to the building. Channel should be
designed for easy access without the need
to remove the channel to maintain the
system

Creates a wall splash that is
consistent across the surface
When lights are not fully exposed, the
channel will create a shadow of light. The
splash of light on the wall is inconsistent
and will create a spotty display.

FEATURES THAT ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE
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Easily choose up to 16 Million
colors
With a simple finger swipe, a user can
find up to 16 million different colors to
display within the Trimlight system.

Preset Programs
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Saved library for favorites

Simple sequence creation
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Simply drag one of our set colors, or
your own custom color into the
sequence bar for your own pattern.
With a simple option to set that
pattern into multiple different
movements or nonmovement.
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Setting up your entire year at one time
saves you so much time! Make sure to
schedule each and every amazing
holiday or event that reoccurs every
year. You don’t need to remember,
the Trimlight app will.

Saving patterns and naming them
something memorable is important with all
of this technology. Deleting ones that
aren’t used enough is also just as
important. Easily save up to 30 different
favorites to use all year long.

Daily Timer

365 day calendar timer
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Built in preset programs that allow a user
to control their lights. Customizable colors,
patterns, and movements will make your
lights unique with an endless amount of
options.
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Use our daily timer if you like to use your
lights daily, and not just for the Holidays.
You can set up to 2 different daily timers
for each day.

THE #1 REASON TO GET TRIMLIGHT
LIFETIME GUARANTEE ON ALL PARTS
All parts are guaranteed for the manufacturers estimated
lifespan of the parts. This amount of time is dependent
upon the usage that the individual part sustains. If used
just around the holidays, this amount could be upwards of
30-40 years. But if used nightly, this amount of time could
be around 7-8 years. Lifespan of the controls can be
affected by future technology changes.
(Ridge Channel Lights and Lights faced out or vertical have a limited 1 year warranty)

2 YEAR LABOR WARRANTY
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Any labor costs to make repairs on manufacturer defective
parts are covered in full for the first 2 years. This may
include faulty bulbs, power supply parts, LED controllers,
connections, aluminum channel finish, etc.

A SMALL SAMPLE OF OUR CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Year Round Lighting that is “Made For Life’s Moments”

